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Enabling business innovation through digital transformation, and 
reducing risk, cost and time is the UNIFY advantage. UNIFYTrust 
allows you to focus on what you do best with the reassurance your 
Cloud platforms are managed by the experts.
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Why you need it

To be competitive you must adopt the Cloud to service your digital channels

As you know, organisations that do not transition 
their Digital Channels to the Cloud cannot compete 
with those that do. 

With UNIFYAdvantage, you can transform your 
operations with lower upfront costs and risks using 
proven methodologies that exceed expectations 
expediently and reliably.



Why you need it

Why would you compete for Identity, Cloud & Azure skill sets?

To stay competitive, you need to focus your people on 
business innovation. Operating and managing Cloud 
platforms should not be part of your core business. 
Remove this overhead using UNIFY skills, processes, 
and experience. 

Keep your digital channels running. 

Focus on your competitive advantage.



Why you need it

You need to know who you are transacting with

Knowing who has access to what, from where and 
when is a key foundation for your security. Knowing 
what data is permitted to be transacted is equally 
important. 

UNIFYTrust protects your Digital Channels.



Why you need it

Business continuity is key to you and your customers

You must provide a trusted service to maintain 
customer satisfaction. 

Trust UNIFYTrust to deliver your business continuity.
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Solution Benefits

ü Gets you up and running in minimal time

ü High quality changes implemented

ü Service Catalogue which meets your demands

ü ‘Pay as you Consume’

ü Low Risk

ü It’s all OPEX – No upfront costs

ü Reduced complexity



Components



Components



Plan

Build

Test

Deployment

Operate

Components



Microsoft Entra ID Australia Post Digital iD Facebook

Microsoft Entra External ID RealMe

Components



Components



Components
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Service Catalogue
Customer/Citizen Access 
UNIFYTrust Service Catalogue

Option 1
ü For Identity Source as AAD B2C or 

supported Social IDPs like 
Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, 
Twitter etc.

Option 2
ü For Identity Source as Azure AD or 

Customer owned WS-Fed, SAML, 
OAuth, OIDC aware IDP

Both options have 3 tiers of offerings
ü Bronze Tier
ü Silver Tier
ü Gold Tier

Bronze Silver Gold
Identity Management 50,000 Users* 100,000 Users* 1,000,000 Users*

Access Management 3 Applications 8 Applications 15 Applications

Access Control 50,000 Users* 100,000 Users* 1,000,000 Users*

Governance, 
Risk & Compliance

Strong Password Policy* Strong Password Policy* Custom Password Policy*

Audit, 
Reporting & Analytics

Standard Reports & 
24/7 Dashboards

Standard & Custom 
Reports, & 24/7 

Dashboards

Standard & Custom 
Reports, & 24/7 

Dashboards

Trust Framework

UNIFYOperate Bronze Support Silver Support Gold Support



Customer Success



New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs

In 2006, the New Zealand Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) decided to create a centralized online platform where 
residents can affirm their legal identities and easily access services—a voluntary opt-in digital ID used by government 
agencies and private companies. Called RealMe, this sign-in service made it possible for people to use a single 
username and password to access 163 government services across 56 public agencies, and it had a fairly high 
adoption across New Zealand’s population of 4.9 million residents.

Microsoft issued features and functional enhancements 
to help us. Our three teams made up three legs of the 
stool. Along with building trust with your stakeholders, 
that kind of partnership and collaboration are vital 
elements of success.

Peter Tiernan,
Chief Customer Success Officer, UNIFY Solutions



New Zealand Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education needed to replace its core identity and access 
management system, supporting critical business process across several 
thousand institutions, whilst preserving legacy interfaces and minimising user 
impact from the change.

UNIFY Solutions & the Ministry of Education worked with Microsoft using Azure 
Active Directory B2C to facilitate applications being migrated to the replacement 
solution without application change. UNIFY was integral to the Ministry’s Digital 
Identity Agile team, and used a Rapid Delivery model to enable a faster path to 
realising business value.

Stuart Wakefield
Chief Information Officer, New Zealand Ministry of Education



Thank you


